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Our industry uses standards as a
guideline to enable interoperability. The best
known features or goals of the standards
are to define cabling types, distances, connectors, cable system architectures, cable
termination and performance characteristics, cable installation requirements and
methods of testing installed cable.
Standards-built cable and connectivity
products are designed to meet the
minimum standards, which are defined
as an open architecture. This means that
any cable vendor’s products will work
with any connectivity manufacturer’s patch
panels, jacks and patch cords, as long as
those individual components are built to
meet the specified standard. And, when
tested as a system (or channel), they will
meet minimal channel parameters.
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TIA standards are guidelines and
SHOULD be followed. But, these often
get confused with codes, which MUST
be followed. According to the BICSI
Telecommunications Distribution Methods
Manual (TDMM), codes have the force of
law and regulatory powers. The purpose
of codes, such as the National Electrical
Code (NEC), are to provide “criteria to
minimize the risk of electricity as a source
of electrical shock or as an ignition source
of fires and explosions due to electrical
installations.”

However, the TIA standards are
application-independent and an addendum gets added each time technological
advancements for the cabling system are
made or required. The TIA-568-B is a living
document and there are many addendums, along with many subcommittees
(known as TR-42.x) that continue to update
requirements, as needed. The original -B.1
defines general requirements, while -B.2
focuses on components of balanced twisted-pair cable systems and -B.3 addresses
fiber optic cable and components in the
structured cabling environment. The dif-
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Table 1: Industry standards performance comparison
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technology partnerships to give customers
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As an end user, specifier or installer,
what should you be looking for in a structured cabling solution in regards to meeting
(or exceeding) the TIA building standards?

Shall, Should, May, Must
First, let’s look at the rhyme and reason of building regulations. The very root
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Reel Time
The NetClear® GTX 10Gigabit UTP cabling
solution combines
the LANmark™-10G2
Augmented Category 6
cable from Berk-Tek, a
Nexans Company, with
co-engineered connectivity 10G components
from Ortronics/Legrand
to provide above-thestandards performance
and warranty.

ponents, called “center tuning,” eliminates
unbalances between the cord and the
connector and reduces the opportunity
for noise to be introduced into the system.
Co-engineering improves link and channel
performance not only in long channels but
also in short channels where these unbalances are likely to cause failures.
In addition to a better tuned, higher
performing and more versatile systems,
these partnerships include system warranties for both product and installation
practices.
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Therefore when applying these standards
to the cable system, the user is cautioned
to consult application standards, regulations, equipment vendors and system and
service suppliers for applicability, limitations and ancillary requirements.”
So, before you select a cabling system, take a look at your network’s life cycle.
Take advantage of all options and experts
available to you to protect your investment.
Why settle for less?

“Reel Time” addresses cable topics including
both copper and fiber constructions,
applications, installation practices and
standards updates. If you have a particular
cable issue, please send an E-mail to:
carol.oliver@nexans.com and we will
feature the solution in an upcoming issue.

